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Abstract

In the present paper we consider whether the paths in generalized Berwald

spaces can coincide with the geodesies.

§0. Introduction,

Let a Finsler space be a generalized Berwald space with respect to a generalized

Cartan connection ([10], [1]). Then, in addition to the geodesies of the space, there

are defined the paths with respect to the generalized Cartan connection.

The purpose of the present paper is to consider whether the paths can coincide with

the geodesies. We shall first treat the problem in a general Finsler space (ァ2), and then

it will be shown that, if the space becomes a generalized Berwald space with respect to

a generalized Cartan connection satisfying the condition of the problem, the space is

nothing but a Berwald space, and all such generalized Cartan connections will be deter-

mined (ァ3). Applying the results to the case of Wagner spaces, we shall recognize that

a Berwald space cannot become a non-trivial Wagner space satisfying the condition of

the problem (ァ4). On the other hand, a Randers change of Finsler metrics is generally

not projective ([7], [2]). Lastly we shall consider whether a Wagner connection Oan

be introduced in the Finsler space with the changed metric in such a way that the

paths coincide with the geodesies of the Finsler space with the original metric (§5)･

Throughout the present paper the terminology and notations are referred to

Matsumoto [4, 5, 6] and Hashiguchi [1], As to generalized Berwald spaces, for

convenience'sake, we shall summenze in §1 from [1], [8] the definitions necessary for

t九e discussion.

The authors wish to express their sincere gratitude to Professor Dr. M. Matsumoto

and Professor Dr. Y. Ichijyo for the invaluable suggestions and encouragement. This

interesting problem was proposed by Prof. Matsumoto at the Symposium on Finsler

Geometry (held at Naruto, Japan, 6-8 Oct., 1980) for Wagner spaces, and then the
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authors'attention was drawn by Prof. Ichijyo to treat the problem in generalized

Berwald spaces.

ァ1. Generalized Berwald spaces.

We are concerned with an w-dimensional Finsler space Fn-(M, L), where L(x, y)

is the fundamental function, and x denotes a point of the underlying manifold M9 and

y-x denotes a supporting element. Then the fundamental tensor field is given by

gr,,- (SA-i2)/2.

For a given skew-symmetric and (O)^-homogeneous Finsler tensor field T/k, there

exists a unique Finsler connection Cr(T)-(Ffk, N¥, G/k) satisfying the following

four axioms :

(Cl) Cr(T) is metrical: gm-0, gif¥h-0,

(C2) The de且ection tensor field D vanishes: Ntk-y^F/k,

(C3) The (h)h-tOTsion tensor field T is the given Tfk: Fh-Fkij-Th,

(C4) The ('v)'y-torsion tensor field Sl vanishes: Cfk-Ck j.

Cr(T) is called a generalized Cartan connection and its coefficients are given by

1.1

F/k-r*a-awjk桝(Ch桝rA.Q｡A.q桝h)+C'(Ch桝r-A-00-^｡桝h)

+^kmV^jmr^-J｡-A帯)+Ah

N¥-CPu-OSMo+A'
ok

Ch-{g"Sjgkr)l2,

where A/h-(T/h-蝣ryサ+V)/2, and (r*/h, G{k, C/k) are the coe鮎ients of the Cartan

connection Cr-Cr(0), and the subscript 0 means the contraction by y.

A Finsler space is called a generalized Berwald space if there is possible to introduce

a generalized Cartan connection CF(T) in such a way that the coe鮎ients F/k are

functions of position only.

Also, for a given (0)^-homogeneous covanant Fmsler vector field sy, there exists a

unique Finsler connection Wr{s)-{F/k, N'k, G/k) satisfying (Cl), (C2), (C4) and

(C3*) WF(s) is semi-symmetric with respect to the given Sj¥
●                   ●

*y* -.fV/ - 8/ォv-8*v

WT(s) is called a Wagner connection, and its coe凪cients are given by

1.2

FA - r'ft+LWu+CS桝Ch桝tW

+ wO:ikl-yfrU-yififiW+Cfifi｡ + gj^-hJs} ,
●             ●

N^ - GPi-LKIM+ykt¢-ァA｡?

CA- (^^)/2,
where sl-gl桝S桝5 yj-gjryr, and S/ki are the coefficients of the v-curvature tensor field

s2of or.
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A Finsler space is called a Wagner space if there is possible to introduce a Wagner

connection WF(s) in such a way that the coe鮎ients F/k are functions of position only.

On the other hand, in his recent paper [8], Matsumoto generalized Okadas

axioms [9], which determine the Berwald connection BF, and gave the notion of a

generalized Berwald connection BF(T). Let T/k be a skew-symmetric and (0)p-

homogeneous Finsler tensor field satisfying the condition

(1.3)　　　　　　　　　/(9AT/r-ain%) - O.

Then Br(T)-(F/k, N*k9 0) is a Finsler connection determined by the following four
●

axioms:

(Bl) Lu-a,L-(3,L)2V^-0,

(B2) The de且ection tensor field D vanishes: N¥-yiFh,

(B3) The (v)hv-tomion tensor field Pl vanishes: F/k-'djNth

(B4) The (A)A-torsion tensor field T is the given T/k: F/k-Fktj-T/k.

The coe鮎ients of BF(T) are given by

(1,4)

*h - <*h - (SfrT'n+W｡W ,
ff'* - G'* - (3*Z¥o+ZVo)/2 ,

where (Gfk, G¥, 0) are the coe鮎ients of Br-Br(0).

Contrary to the case of CF(T), T/k in BF(T) is not necessarily given arbitrarily. It

must satisfy the condition (1.3). It is noted, however, that (1.3) holds good if Tj¥

depend on position only, and then

Proposition 1.1. Let T/k be a skew-sym読etric and (O)p-honi讐neons tensor field.
If Tfk-TMx), then Cr(T)-{Ffh, N% Gh) and Br(T)-(F/h N手k, 0) are defined.

Ffk are functions of position only,ゲand onlyゲF/k are functions of position only. In

this case F/k-F/k.

Thus the notion of a generalized Berwald space can be defined in terms of BF(T).

Since the notion of a Berwald space was defined in terms of BF, the above result of

班atsumoto is very satisfactory to the establishment of the notion of a generalized

Berwald space.

§2. The paths with respect to a皇eneralized Cartan connection.

In a Finsler space F形with a generalized Cartan connection CF(T), let us consider

whether the paths with respect to CF(T) coincide with the geodesies of Fn.

The geodesies of F* and the paths with respect to Cr(T)-(F/k, N*k, C/k) are

respectively given by

●

(2.1)

(2.2)

dW

di乞

d2x'

dt2

･ 2<7'(a>!意)-A
ゐi

dt '

･F/k(x.

.普)晋晋-p
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where G*-Goto12.

As is well-known in the projective theory, (2.1) and (2.2) give the same curves if

and only if there exists a scalar field p such, that

(2.3)　　　　　　　　　　　F｡<｡ - 2Gt+pyt.

Since from (1.1) we have F｡t0-2Gi+Tmi, (2.3) is equivalent to T^-ff. Con-

tracting this by yi9 we get p-0, that is, jTO(/-0, 0r equivalently F｡¥-2G¥　Thus we

have

Theorem 2.1. Let Cr(T)-(Fj¥, N*k, C/k) be a generalized Oartan connection

defined in a Finsler space F仰. The paths with respect to CF(T) coincide with the geodesies

ofF沖,ゲand only if it holds good

2.4)

●

or equivalently

2.5

TfWy. - o ,

*/W-20'.
IfweconsideraFinslerspaceFnwithageneralizedBerwaldconnectionBF(T)-

{F/hN'h0)inplaceofGT(T),wegetF｡¥-2Gi+Tw)tfrom(1.4)andthe(0)p-

homogeneityofTj¥.ThepathswithrespecttoBF(T)aregiveninthesamewayas(2.2),

andweha′ve

Theorem2.2,LetBF{T)-{Fj¥,N¥,0)beageneralizedBerwaldconnection

definedinaFinslerspaceFn.ThepathswithrespecttoBF(T)coincidewiththegeodesies

ofF¥がandonlyifitholds(2.4),orequivalently(2.5).

InthefollowingweproceedthediscussionintermsofCr(T).

Especially,weconsiderthecaseofT/k-T/k(x).Differentiating(2.4)byy%and

●%flsuccessively,weget

(早.6)2Tf%Cijsy'+T,*hgti+Tfhgtj-0.

Conversely,contracting(2.6)byyfyJ,weget(2.4).IfweusetheQ-tensordefinedby

(2.7)Qmh-2Cijkyh+yォ8/+ァ,S?,

(2.6)iswrittenintheform

(2.8)gォ/zy*-O.

TheQ-tensorisdefinedbyIchijyo[3],andhasthefollowingmeaning.

Proposition2.1.LetCr(T)-(Ffk,N¥,O/k)beageneralizedCartanconnection,

andletDAbeaFinslertensorメeldoftype(1,2).Then,{F/krDl
',k,N¥｣VhC/k)isa

generalizedCartanconnectionゲandonlyゲQiit'D,*h-0.

0ntheotherhand,ifwecontract(2.6)byy%gtk,weget

(2.9)Ts-0

Thuswehave
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Theorem 2.3. Let CF(T) be a generalized Cartan connection defined in a Finsler

sp伽e Fn. In the case of T/k-T/k(x), the paths with respect to CF(T) coincide with the

geodesies ofFnゲand onlyダ(2.8) is satisfied. Then (2.9) holds good.

ァ3. The paths in皇eneralized Berwald spaces.

Now, let a Finsler space F" be a generalized Berwald space with respect to a

generalized Cartan connection Cr(T)-(Ffk{%), N¥, Cfk)- If the paths with respect

to CF(T) coincide with the geodesies of Fn, (2.5) holds good. Differentiating by yi and

y* successively, we get

(3.1)　　　　　　　　　　jy* +*yy - 2G/*.

Thus the coe鮎ients G/k of the Berwald connection BT of Fn depend on position only.
●

Hence, the space is just a Berwald space.

Since r*fk-Qf% in a Berwald space, (3.1) is also written as

(3.1′　　　　　　　　　　^A+^,- 2r*A.

If we solve from F'/k-IV,-I'/k, we get

3.2)

and then

3.3

F/k - r*/k +T/hl2 ,

N*k - o*k+TM2 ,

where TU satisfy (2.8).

Conversely, in a Berwald space the Finsler connection {Ffk, N¥, C/k) given by

(3.2), (3.3) for some skew-symmetric and (0)j9-homogeneous tensor field T/k(x)

satisfying (2.8) is a generalized Cartan connection, whose coe鮎ients F/k depend on

position only, and the paths with respect to the connection coincide with the geodesies.

Thus we have proved

Theorem 3.1. Let Fn be a generalized Berwald space with respect to a generalized

Oartan connection Cr(T)-(Ffk(%), N¥, C/*). // the paths with respect to Cr{T)

coincide with the geodesies ofFn, Fn is a Berwald space, and OF(T) is given by (3.2), (3.3)

for Tj¥{x) satisfying (2.8).

Conversely, in a Berwald space F仰, let Tj¥(x) be a skew-symmetric and (O)p-homo-

aeneous tensorメeld satisfying (2.8). Then, the Berwald space Fn becomes a generalized

Berwald space with respect to the generalized Cartan connection CF(T) given by (3.2), (3.3),

and the paths with respect to CF(T) coincide with the geodesies of Fn.

It depends on the existence of the non-trivial solution Tj¥(x) of (2.8) whether a

Berwald space may become various generalized Berwald spaces in which the

coincide with the geodesies.
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§4. The paths with respect to a Wa虫ner connection.

In this section, we consider a Finsler space Fn-(M, L) with a Wagner connection

WF(s). Since the (A)^-torsion tensor field is given by Tfk-S/sk-8kfsj, (2.4) becomes

L2S㌃soyk-O, that is,

(4.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　ォ* -pll ,

where lt-yt/L. Corresponding to Theorem 2.1 we have

Theorem 4.1. Let WF(s) be a Wagner connection defined in a Finsler space Fn

The paths with respect to WF(s) coincide with the geodesies ofFnゲand only if s% is propor-

Uonal to the supporting element y〇･

Substituting in (1.2) from (4.1), we get

(4.2)
F/k - r^ +piW/t +<7,#-S*%) ,

N'k - &h-ph'h ,

where lj-3jL-gjrlr, h¥-ァk*-1%, and p is some Finsler scalar field.
●

Conversely, a Finsler connection given by (4.2) is a Wagner connection Wr(pl),

with respect to whi血the paths coincide with the geodesies. Thus we have

Theorem 4.2. In a Finsler space Fn-{My L), all Wagner connections (F/k, N*ki

Cfk), with respect to which the paths coincide with the geodesies of Fn, are given by (4.2),

where p is an arbitrary (O)p-homogeneous Finsler scalarメ

Especially, we consider the case of sj-sAx). Since Th depend on position only,

(2.9) implies s/-0. Thus we have corresponding to Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.1

re sp ectively

Theorem 4.3. Let WF(s) be a Wagner connection defined in a Finsler space Fn. In

the case of sj-sAx), if the paths with respect to WF(s) coincide with the geodesies of F"

Sj vanishes, and the WF(s) becomes the Cartan connection.

Theorem 4.4. Let a Finsler space Fn be a Wagner space with respect to a Wagner

connection WF(s). If the paths with respect to WF(s) coincide with the geodesies ofFn, Fn

is a Berwald space. Moreover, a Berwald space cannot become a non-trivial Wagner space

in such a way the paths coincide with the geodesies of F沖.

ァ5. Randers changes of metrics and Wagner connections.

Let Fn-(M, L) be a Finsler space. If we consider a change of the metriOs L-L,

we get another Finsler space F外-(M9 L) on the common underlying manifold M. If

any geodesic ofF* is also a geodesic of F伸and the inverse is true, the change is called

projective. For example, as is well known, a Randers change L-L-L+b%ixW (bi is a

covariant vector field on M) is projective if and only if bi{x) is a gradient vector field:

h{x)-∂fi(x). Therefore, the geodesies are not invariant by general Randers changes.
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So, we shall consider whether the geodesies of Fn-(M, L) can be represented as the

paths with respect to some Wagner connection Wr(s)-(Ffk, N¥, O/k) in F舛-(M, L).

From (1.2) we get

(5.1)　　　　　　　　*Vo - #'0 - 2#+Lォ3'-*dy ,

where G¥ is the non-linear connection of the Cartan connection in Fn, and云'-ァ'%. On

the other hand, it is known ([7], [2]) that G* are given by

(5.2)　　　& - G* +Lgiibimyk+Ll-i {bukyiykl2-LgVbhhjk-lyk) V ,

where hiH-(dJ>r∂jbk)/2, and 6;-,^ is the A-covariant derivative with respect to the

Cartan connection OF in F*. Therefore we get

F｡¥ - 2Gi +2Lg%myk +LL-i (bjlkyiyk-2Lgk%bljk】yk) V+L専-s｡y'蝣

So, the paths with respect to WF(s) in Fn coincide with the geodesies of F", if and only

if there exists a Finsler scalar field P such that

2Ltfibmyk+L専- Ptf

which is equivalent to

●

(5.3)

Thus we have

sh - L-HP夕k-HtfizikhMf)蝣

Theorem 5.1. Let Fn-(M, L) be the Finsler space obtained by a Randers change

L-L-L+bi(x)yi from a Finsler space Fn-(M, L). There exists in Fn a Wagner

connection WF(s) such that the paths with respect to WF(s) coincide with the geodesies of the

original Finsler space Fn. All such connections WF(s) are given by s.h of (5.3), where

is an arbitrary (l)p-homogeneous Finsler scalarメ

It is a future problem whether Fn-(M, L) becomes a Wagner space by some

vector field sj(x) satisfying (5.3).
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